W R I T I N G

P I C T U R E S

Bruno St-Aubin, author and illustrator of children’s books
School visit

With collaboration from the children I create a character which I draw on a big
flip chart sheet. Then we put this character into action. A short story is developed
page by page and I illustrate as the story evolves. Everything is projected onto a
screen. If time permits I present my portfolio and answer questions concerning the
universe of books. Sometimes I tell the children a story as would a storyteller.

Target audience

–6 to 10 years old

Suggested preparation
prior to my visit

–talk about books I wrote as an author and books I illustrated;
–ask children what they know about me, the work of an author and the work of an
illustrator;
–to stimulate curiosity, read one of my books and pay attention to the pictures;
–check out my website at www.brunostaubin.com/en (colouring, crosswords,
biography);
–ask the students to send me an email individually or from the group through the
“contact” yellow paper at the top of the website.

Duration of school visit

–60 to 90 minutes per session (maximum three classes per day)

Number of participants

–One class at a time

Material required

–Table, flip chart and chart paper
–Screen or white wall

Material provided by me

–Portable computer and projector

Space required

–Preferably a classroom or other closed room

Assembling and
dismantling time

–15 minutes

School visit cost

–325 $ per day plus transport, meals and lodging
–taxes not included

Participation prizes

–Books and bookmarks. Posters when available.

Availability

–See the calendar on the website

Contact info

–Email: bruno@brunostaubin.com
–Website: www.brunostaubin.com/en
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